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Tuesday, July 19 of 2016

DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE NUCLEUS OF THE SACRED
HEART, FÁTIMA, PORTUGAL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN

Spiritual and foundational minutes of the Community-of-Light "Fleur de Lys"

Dear children:

On the nineteenth day of the month of July of 2016, in the year of the Lord of Mercy, Your Mother
and Advocate performs the first spiritual and institutional foundation of the awaited Community-of-
Light, "Fleur de Lys".

On this sacred day the Almighty God deposits His Love, His Piety and Mercy so that this sacred
project that will work through prayer for the souls of all Europe, can have its awaited awakening.

On this path that is being built from this day, the Divinity sheds Its Gifts, so that the principles of
the Sacred Center of Lys on the surface will flourish in the consciousnesses of those who integrate
this project.

It is so that Your Holy Mother declares that, at this place, in which we gather today, there is the first
seed for this Community-of-Light. Also the Marian Center of the Most Pure Virgin Mother is
officially founded, a center that will be created by the hands of the Community, and that will have
its maternal house in the future, as well as the Community, in the village of Dornes, at the margin of
the lakes of the Sacred Center of Lys.

For this moment the seven first residents of this Community-of-Light will already be impelling a
summoning for all Europe for the formation and expansion of the bases of this spiritual and Marian
work.

Putting in writing the institution of this fifth Community-of-Light upon a Planetary Center, I invite
everyone who is present, and the members of the Light-Network of Europe to sign these minutes, in
order to register their adhesion to this call and as official witnesses that a sacred seed of light is
growing again from Lys to all Europe.

Enriching your small spirits, dear children, I also put into writing the consecration of the first
resident, of the first guardians and custodians of this initial project of love, peace and redemption,
thanking the Father who is in the Heavens because all His Works are simple but true, full of Love
and Mercy for the world.

It is for this reason that with the creation of this Community-of-Light on the nineteenth day of the
month of July of 2016, I leave the written testimony that this project of the Nucleus of the Sacred
Heart in the city of Fatima will be considered a Community-of-Light from today on, being an
official part of the fifth hand of work of Fraternidade - International Humanitarian Federation,
located on the Planetary Centers.

With songs of joy, dear children, I institute here two important spaces to be developed in a short
time: the Community-of-Light of Lys and the Marian Center of the Most Pure Virgin Mother, for
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Portugal, Spain and the rest of Europe.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you under the luminous sign of the Holy Cross, in the name of the Father, the Son and
the Holy Spirit,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


